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Rhodes' new budget strategy
struck down by Democrats
COLUMBUS
(AP) - Democratic
legislators yesterday refused to accept
a S10 million budgetary maneuver
proposed
by
the
Rhodes'
administration.
Gov. James Rhodes asked the state
Controlling Board on Friday to switch
SIO million from the state's available
balance to pay for work completed at
37 colleges and universities.
Rhodes said
$3.8 million in
vouchers had already piled up because
fo the Jan. 20 cancellation of a $t>0
million bond sale for higher education
capital improvements.
THE BOND sale was called off on
Rhodes' advice out of fear that the
shaky financial condition of the State
Office Tower would affect Ohio's
credit rating on the bond market.
Instead of approving the fund
transfer.
Sen.
Ilarry
Meshel
(DYoungstown) said the watch-dog
finance panel should directly confront
the problem of the underfinanced
office building.
On Meshel's motion, the board
agreed to meet Thursday and try to

tackle the problem of the tower and
its financial guardian, the Ohio
Building Authority.
"I admit this does not solve the
problem of financing the State Office
Tower." Budget Director-designate
William Wilkins told the board while
asking for the $10 million transfer. "It
only addiesses the problem for the
current biennium."
Wilkins added that the Republican
administration was banking on the
Democratic-controlled legislature to
approve a $1 2 million appropriation to
bail out the building authority in its
efforts to pay debts on the tower,
MESHEL SAID Rhodes had done
the state a "very great disservice by
proclaiming to the world that the
state of Ohio had fiscal problems." Me
referred to the governor's insistence
earlier this mouth that the bond sale
be postponed pending legislative
appiopiiation.
Robert
Howarth,
Rhodes'
representative on the Controlling
Board, defended the governor's action.
"One ounce of uncertainty means

we ought to get out of the bond
market." Howarth said.
Wilkins said the board's reluctance
to transfer SIO million would mean
that contractors would go another
week without pay for work completed
at institutions around the state. He
estimated the $3.8 million tab would
grow to at least $10 million by the end
of the month

CIA talk tonight!
§f
Peter James, author of twos
;£ books
on
US
intelligence 1
S operations, will speak at 8 tonight 1
| in the Grand Ballroom, Union
James voluntarily collected and 1
s analyzed intelligence foi the |
sCentral Intelligence Agency (CIA) g
Sind
other
intelligence:;::
:•;.organizations, His work concerned §
I Soviet space and air capability.
•:•:
His appearance, sponsored by S
g Union Activities Organization, is I;!;
1 free to the public.

•:•:

:;:
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Ford administration questions
Congressional access to secrets
WASH INGTON
(API -• Congress'
ability to get and keep unlimited
secrets came under attack from both
the Ford administration and some
congressmen yesterday as details of
the House Intelligence Committee's
final report were made public.
The report says US intelligence
costs about $10 billion a year and says
some covert operations sometimes
have been ordered by presidents and
their staffs despite Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) and State Department
opposition.
It says then-President
Richard
Nixon, for example, directed the CIA
to support Kurdish rebels in Iraq,
disregarding objections from the CIA,
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger,
and the State Department.
■

Downfall

i
Except for a few downed tree branches and power lines, little serious damage
resulted from Sunday's freezing rain storm. The weather created unusual sights,
such as the apparent creation of a new lake on South College Drive (Newsphoto by
Minds Milhg.ni and Dick Kavermanl

THE HOUSE committee set to
work on proposed recommendations
including one to abolish a major
Pentagon intelligence agency and
another to create a permanent House
intelligence committee.

Freezing rain causes minimal damage
By Mary Higgins
Staff Reporter

falls." he said, "but none of them
required hospitahzation."

Although Sunday night's freezing
rain
caused
some
persons the
inconvenience of a power shortage, as
well as poor walking and driving
conditions,
there were few cat
accidents or other injuries, according
to Lt. Matthew Brtchta of the city
police department.

"PEOPLE seemed to be using
common sense and good judgement
Sunday night." Lt. Brichta said.
There has been no increase in the
number of patients at Wood County
Hospital with injuries caused by icy
conditions, according to an emergency
room spokesman.

Police were occupied with other
problems caused by the weather, such
as falling and burning tree limbs and
the power failure. Lt. Brichta said.
"There were several complaints
from pedestrians who had taken nasty

The main sources of trouble in the
city were four main electneal wires
and 60 house loop wires which were
downed. A loop wire runs from the
pole to an individual house, according
to Ned Caldwell. superintendent of

transmission
and distribution
at
Municipal Utilities.
It took workers nearly six hours to
restore full service to some affected
homes. Caldwell said.
No major fires were reported, Lt.
Jack Gonyer of the safely director's
office said, although there were two
calls reporting burning tree limbs.
"BUT THERE was no fiie damage."
Lt. Gonyer said. Both burning limb
incidents
occurred
where
main
electrical wires were down.
According to Gordon Stover, city
superintendent of water distribution
and sewage, there was a problem with
street drainage due to large chunks of

ice. He added thai there were no
problems with sewage back-up.
University Police reported
no
serious trouble because of the weather.
"There were a couple of car accidents
because it was slippery, but other than
that we didn't have any trouble
because of the weather." Lt. Dean
Gerkens said.
However, McDonald Quad's ground
floor lounge did sustain some leakage
because of the amount of snow on the
roof. McDonald East Hall Director
Diana Carpenter said.
"The water leaked partially through
the roof and the windows," she said
adding that the water was mopped up
and there were no further problems.

Advisory committee to recommend
spring instructional fee increase
By Cyndi Bloom
The Advisory Committee on the
University Educational Budget passed
a motion recommending a $20
instructional fee increase to University
President Hollis Moore Jr.
The motion for the fee increase was
passed unanimously Friday afternoon.
Pending the approval of Dr. Moore and
the Board of Trustees, the increase will
take effect spring quarter.
Dr. Michael Ferrari, vice president
of resource planning and chairman of
the committee, explained that the
increase was recommended because of
projected 5985.615 deficit in this
year's University budget.
"THE DEFICIT was mostly due to
classified pay increases and decreased
state subsidies." he said.
Preliminary cost estimates of the
pay
increase equaled
$375,000.

However, a budget revision dated Dec.
15, 1975, showed another increase of
$50,000, making the total increase
$425,000.
Other additions to the revised
budget showed Blue Cross rate
increases of $77,500 and a utilities
increase of $100,000.
The original budget of June 15,
1975 showed instructional subsidies of
$23,529,860.
However,
decreases
totaling about $635,999 lowered
subsidies to $22,893,861.
Proposed reductions in expenses for
this year total $760,615. Use of the
University's
unencumbered
contingency
fund
of
$260,615
partially will offset the deficit. This
contingency money is set aside in the
budget for unforeseen problems.

and staff vacancies, according to the
Resource Planning Office.
The
committee.
created
in
November by Dr. Moore, authorizes
the replacement of faculty and staff
. positions and will be active until the
end of the academic year..
Unused scholarship monies also
lasped into the general fund and are
included in the $500,000 figure.
"The $20 fee increase will balance
the budget and leave us with a
$75,000 unencumbered balance for
next year." Dr. Ferrari said.
"If this increase is not approved we
will have to make further cutbacks. I
do not know where the cuts would be
made, but in order to maintain
quality. I feel the increase is
necessary," he continued.

IN ADDITION, action by the
Committee on Personnel Review has
saved $500,000 by not filling faculty

THE PRESENT undergraduate fee
is $210 while the graduate fee is $300.
These fees were established the last

time a fee increase was made in 1972.
"I really cannot say whether the
recommendation will be approved by
Dr. Moore or the Board of Trustees.
The board will make the final
decision," Dr. Ferrari said.
If approved by Dr. Moore, the
proposal will go before the board at its
Feb. 12 meeting.

Weather
Chance of snow flurries today
with highs in the low 20s. Partly
cloudy tonight with lows 5 to 10.
Continued
partly
cloudy
tomorrow with highs in the mid
20s. Chance of precipitation 40
per cent today and 20 per cent
tonight.

CIA Director William Colby called a
news conference to criticize public
disclosure of secret operations in
connection with release of the House
report.
Without expressing criticism of
Congress.
FBI
Director Clarence
Kelley told a Senate committee that
increased congressional supetvision
could
jeopardize
his
agency's
investigative ability.
"The establishment of unlimited
access of congressmen to FBI secrets
could seriously jeopardize the How of
volunteer information, which is the
life
blood
of our
investigative
organization." Kelley said.
At the White House. Press Secretary
Ron Nessen said President lord has
not seen the final report and Nessen
declined to comment on it.
BUf, he said. "The premature
release of the preliminary draft of the
committee report is in violation of the
security agreement which the White
House understood it had with the
committee for the handling of
classified material."
This unauthorized release raises
serious questions about how classified
material can be handled by Congress
when the national security is at stake."
Nessen said.
The bluntest attack came from
senior Republican Robert McClory of
Illinois as the House committee took
up a proposed recommendation to
create a permanent House committee
to
oversee
secret
intelligence
operations.
"I must confess that at this point I

am not confident a House committee
could
be
trusted
with
this
information." McClory said
Liter McClor)
was joined by
several oilier House members in
accusing the committee of violating an
agreement with Ford by including
secrei Information in its final public
report.
BUT RBP. les Aspin (D-Wis.i. a
committee member, told the House
the agreement giving Hmd final say on
what secrets could be released never
applied to what the committee could
say in its linal report.
"I don't see how one committee can
set a precedent I'm the entire
Congress." Aspin said, "thai a final
report can be censored K the
executive, that it has to he sent to the
executive foi review.
Staff Director A. Searle I ield told
the House committee he did not know
who was leaking secrets
Field told ilie committee it was
possible some administration official
had leaked the secrets in an effort to
make it appear that Congress should
not he milled in ilie luture with such

information
The proposed recommendation for
creating
a
permanent
House
committee
also
includes
severe
sanctions even against congressmen for
leaking secret information.
At the same time the permanent
House intelligence committee would
be empowered to determine on its
own what secrei Information should
be released to the public.

Labor unions win victory
in federal judge's ruling
WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal
judge ruled yesterday, in a major
victory for organized labor, that the
legal-aid arm of the National Right to
Work Committee operates as a front
for employers who are trying to
weaken unions.
U S District Judge Charles Richey
said that among the organization's
financial contributors are "employers
who have concrete interest" in
lawsuits against unions which the
National Right to Work Legal Defense
and Education Fund encourages and
supports.
The judge scheduled a hearing Feb.
20
allow
the
foundation
an
opportunity to show cause why he
should not issue an injunction barring
the
group
from
accepting
contributions
from
interested
employers.
RICHEY
ACTED
after
the
foundation rejected his orders to
disclose to unions (he names of a
sampling of its financial contributors.
Ten major unions led by the United
Auto Workers, the Machinists and the
State,
County
and
Municipal
Employes filed suit more than two
years ago alleging violations of federal
labor laws that prohibit employers

from aiding employes in suiis against
unions.
The Right to Work (omitlee is a
lobbying group that has been a strong
opponent
of
organized
labor,
principally in the fight against the
union shop, in which workers are
required to join unions. With its
companion
legal-aid
arm.
the
committee spends millions of dollars
lobbying and aiding in lawsuits against
unions.
In attempting to prove that the
groups
receive
heavy
employer
support,
the unions asked
for
disclosure of their largest contributors.
THE FOUNDATION
refused,
maintaining that disclosure would
expose donors to retaliation and
harassment from the unions.
In his order, Richey said he had no
choice but to accept the unions'
position because
the foundation
refused to disclose the list of
contributors.
The judge earlier had rejected the
foundation's argument that disclosure
would lead to harassment, noting that
union lawyers would be prohibited
from making public disclosure of the
contributor's list.
A foundation attorney, Rex Read,
said the group may appeal.
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compare the medical costs
By Rub)' Rurkhart
Guest Student Columnist
443 Compton

survey needs
consideration
Sampling student opinion on University policies and regulations
often is a good way lo determine the feasibility and rffect of those
policies. The survey now being conducted by tl c Residence Programs
Office, however, should not be the sole measure used io determine
visitation rights and resident adviser (KA) programs to be
'mplcmented next year.
Students now living in the dorms are being surveyed about
different visitation policy choices and according to William Lanning.
director of residence programs, a significant number of students must
want to change the visitation po'icy before a change will be
.•onsidcred. Any visitation changes will go into effect next year, and
students will be informed about policy changes before thev have to
decide where they want to live next year.
A problem witl tins method of changing visitation policies is that
sophomores who may be moving off-campus next year may indue ice
visitation rights thai will not affect them, leaving freshmen to
contend with the :hanges. Those freshmen who rcmair in the dorms
will have the option to move lo other halls but new and transfer
students get no voice regarding visitation changes.
As part of the survey, students also will evaluate the RA program,
particularly how RAs do their jobs. While evaluations of the RA
program are helpful, such surveys cm be misleading.
Part of an RAs job 's to enforce some University rules and
regulations. Students who have had a "run in" with an RA may give
the RA a low evaluation On the other hand, glowing reports also
may not provide a truly objective picture of an RAs performance. All
evaluatioi s should be supplemented by hall director and peer RA
opinions to provide a more balanced view of individual RA

performances.

The survey results should be ;'iven careful co isideration in order
lo provide ;• valuable tool for future residence ha'l policies end
programs.

Students, please be aware of what
the closing the the Health Center will
mean to you
personally and
financially. You must realize what
(hey are trying to do to us. We will be
expected to travel at least two miles to
seek medical attention. When we
arrive, consider what is will cost.
Hirst, the only insurance coverage
we would have is for an accident or
upon admission. Some insurances do
not cover X-rays and lab fees.
Second, and the big point I want lo
make is the cost we will have to pay
out of our own pockets, no insurance
coverage, for all other medical care.
IVi you realize that if we should
become ill after 5 p.n-.. until ° a.m. we
have to pay for illnesses such .is sore,
even strep, throats, nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea, abdominal pain, menstrual
cramps, upper respiratory infectious
mononucleosis,
measles.
mumps,
chicken pox. drug or drinking
reactions, eye infections are contact
lens irritations.
ALL OF these illnesses can be as
severe lor a few hours as anything else.
Can you safely feel that you will not
need medical care for these illnesses at
night when the Health Center is
closed''
Al the Health Center these cases are
usually admitted and insurance pays
lor everything. Wood County Hospital
will not admit most of these cases and

WNHHF

never if the beds are already filled with
county residents. Right now they have
patients in the hall.
Please consider these costs that are
charged at Wood County as compared
to the Health Center. At Wood County
it costs SK for the emergency room,
plus SI3 for the doctor. This is $21
just to walk in the door for care-plus
medication charges priced high for
profit's sake.
At the Health Center it is $5
emergency, room fee and no doctor
fee. with a minimum charge for
medication. Transportation to Wood
County Hospital is the city ambulance
and the cost is $35 one way. No taxi

Some official in the reformed,
semi-public I'.S. Postal
Service
determined that the old post office
lacked the required number of square
feet or some such and, after the
protests of the inhabitants and the
posturing of the elected officials, this
decision was carried out.
The episode in the tiny, Maine
costal hamlet won't surprise many
who will take it as superfluous
confirmation that government is a
worthless, duty rag.

employe responsibility studied
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eternally
plagues
establishment.

the

federal

WHAT BRINCS the idea to the fore
just now is the federal court victory
that Fitzgerald achieved Ihe other day.
In a ruling destined to have major
effect. District Judge William Bryant
has ordered the I'.S. Civil Service
Commission to pav ihe attorney costs
of Fitzgerald's long fight to gel his
Pentagon job restored. The legal hill
for his six-year effort has run io note
than $400,000. an inciedible sum foi a
middle-level bureaucrat.
In case you've forgotten, Fitzgerald
was the Pentagon cost accountant who
had ihe backbone lo mlorm Congress
that the C-54 transport was costing Ihe
taxpayers approximately %2 billion
more than the ongin.il contract
estimates.
The resulting furor was a major
controversy between the Nixon
administration and Capitol Hill for
more than a year. Fitzgerald testified
that the military services and the
Defense Departmenl's civil civilian
hierarchy
weie
peimitting the
aeronautics industries to force up ihe
cost of new weapons systems through
accounting gimmickry.
INSTEAD OF being thanked lor his
public
service,
Fitzgerald
was
subjected to severe criticism from
within the Pentagon and the White
House.
The most notorious blast came in a
memo to Nixon's staff chief. TI.R.
Haldcman. from anoihei White House
aide. Alexander Bulterfield. "He must
be given very low marks in loyalty; and
after all. loyalty Is the name of the
game." Butterfield said of Fitzgerald,
"let him bleed." Shortly theieaftei.
the Pentagon analyst, a father of three

JUDCE BRYANT, for one. has said
no. Since Fitzgerald was wrongfully
discharged, the court has ruled, it is
therefore
the
government's
responsibility to pay the legal bills he
incurred in proving his case.
Although it is taxpayer's money
that the judge is talking about, the
decision is not all that unusual. In civil
cases, courts often require that the
costs of a victorious plaintiff be passed
on lo the losing defendant.
What matters here, however, is
much moie than simply giving
Fitzgerald his just reward. The
question is whether persons who blow
the whistle on excessive government
spending are in favor or disfavor in the
Ford administration.
Very shortly, the Civil Service
Commission will ask Mr. Ford whether
the president wants the government to
appeal Judge Bryant's ruling or
whether he wants no further legal
action against Fitzgerald.
THERE IS a serious question here.
If paying Fitzgera. 1's legal bill
encourages wholesale volf-crying by
frustrated federal employees, the
process of orderly and responsible
government could he hurt. But, as
White House aides are arguing, a much
worse evil would result if the
government
insisted on forcing
Fitzgerald to pay his enormous
attorney bill himself.
That, they say. wxnild be

Maybe that's why the House of
Pepreseniatives has twice voted to
abolish postal reform and return to the
older, unsatisfactory arrangements.

WASHINGTON-Another
battle
between the forces of largeness and
the forces of smallness has ended. The
village of Rockport, Maine, has lost
the long fight to keep its post office
.where it has been since pilgrim times.
The post office had always been the
center of the hot-stove social life
during the long winters of short
daylight.

WHAT IS surprising is that the
people who run the country run the
postal service as they do. Since Year I
of the Constitution, we have been a
tribe who love the nation and haled
the government thai stands for it. The
mail is the one activity carried out by
the Federal Leviathan that everyone
from age 1(1 onward comes in contact
with.
People who don't pay taxes, people
who otherwise manage to escape the
eagle's talons, get mail and send it,
lliere has been more talk about the
recent postage than about the income.
«ax. .

children, was lued. when the Civil
Service Commission refused
lo
leinsiate him. Fitzgerald obtained two
lawyers through the American Civil
Liberties Union.
They set out to win vindication
against a hand of government lawyers
front the Air Force, the Department of
Defense, the Justice Department, and
the Civil Service Commission. Fout
years went by before Fitzgerald's two
attorneys were successful in getting
the commission lo rehue him
But since Ins former job had been
abolished. Fitzgerald was put into a
new one in 1973 at $37,000 a year.
That put him back to work, but it did
nothing about his legal bills. Had he
proved his point only to lose an
economic battle for survival?

THE COST of our insurance is
bound to increase because ii is based
on the cost of claims paid by Blue
Cross. Compare these costs of items
paid by insurance:
Health Center-Room cost • $25 per
day. emergency room cost • $5 only
alter hours (includes all equipment
used).
sutures - $5
per
stich.
doctors - no
charge.
lab
and
x-ray • depends on the work done,
dressings - nominal
charge.
Wood
County Hospital-Room cost • SR5 per

day minimum room, emergency room
cost - $8 plus extra for any equipment
used.
sutures $10
per
stitch,
doctors-SI3 minimum, lab and
x-ray - al least double the cost at the
Health Center, dressings - charges for
everything used, dressings and all
sterile packs with instruments in them.
Students, are we willing to have
these high charges imposed on us'.'Can
we afford this'.' How would our
parents feel about this situation when
we are already paying fees lor care al
the Health Center'.' We can't let this
service be taken away now. and then
when unexpectedly needed, no longer
be available for our use.

the mail monopoly

But knowing that mail service may
influence more people's opinion about
the quality of government than any
other single Federal lunction. the

V. \MIINCI ON - The White House
is
pondering
an
interesting
proposition, one tlut could go a long
waj
toward,
demonstrating the
sincerity of President Ford's ■fTorti lo
pare fat and frills front the swollen
fedeial budget.'
Hie pioposal amounts lo dropping
further legal action against A. Finest
Fitzfeisld, the Pentagon Civil setvsnt
who blew the cover on construction
overruns on the big C-54 transport
hack In I'>(>•>.
Simple justice, it would seem,
icquues Ihll this be ihe minimum that
the Ford administration could do for
Fitzgerald.
But in a larger way, as evinced by
the foci dial the idea is cuculating
within the while House, it could be a
signal |o othci federal employes that
they «iii i>c rewarded not punished
- foi helping the president eliminate
(MUr-wesM and mismanagement that

service is available after I I p.m. The
Health Center operates a station
wagon for free.

tantamount to telling more than two
million other federal workers thai Mr.
Ford wants them lo be more loyal to
their superiors than lo the taxpayers -•
or risk being fired. Such a cover-up
could be politically damaging to the
president in an election year.

There is another sentiment-still a
decided minorily-to lei the Postal
Service destroy itself, just abolish us
monoply so that somebody else can
get into the business and compete by
providing better service at low prices.
honchos go ahead, raise the price of a
first-class letter .1.1 per cent and then
start talking about cutting out
Saturday deliveries, special delivery
and lengthening the mail's arrival time.
When
the old
Post
Office
Department was abolished six years
ago in favor of the piesent semi-public
corporation, the country was told that
"politics" had wrecked the mails and
that the introduction of businessmen
and business like efficiency would
restore them. Tie reasons advanced
weren't new Businessmen would be
bettei able to resist extortionate
demands of unions and other
businessmen for high salaries, subsidies
and construction and equipment
contracts.

ONE OF the objections lo allowing
private business a whack at the job has
been that the mails are sacrosanct. We
know that's so much malarkey. The
government leads our mail, and there
isn'i anything we can do about it. A
pnvate carrier who permitted such
intrusions on his customers could be
successfully sued.
The oilier objection is that private
companies wouldn't service sparsely
populated rural areas or less pleasant
ones like die ghettos. If thai turns out
to be so. it would be cheaper to
subsidize mad to those areas than
continue what we do now. which is lo
subsidize lime. Newsweek and the
junk-mail industry.

Despite some admirable lurches in
IT HASNT worked out thai way,
the
direction
of
deregulation.
but then does it ever'' Semi-public
President Fold still appears in favor of
corporations.
those much praised
using the semi-public corporation
puitnciships between government and
device in such huge fields as energy,
business, have seldom delivered on
health insurance and transportation.
their promise. Freed of the need to
His myriad opponents agree. None of
come up with a profit tor the
im recognize that as ye deljvejr the
-stoeltholders. l.uSujjfrjiiin can
il. so shall ye be judged.
ns. ■"
unconscionable worse than politicians
Some of the politicians' palaver about
Copyright. 1976, The Washington Posthonesty and public service does, after
King Features Syndicate
all, rub off on their insides. but the
business ethic is anything goes as long
as you don't go to jail.
Ihe semi-public corporation, be ii
at the municipal form or the Federal
level.
is
the
least responsive
organizational form our society has
yet devised.
Politically controlled institutions'
are in some vague sense disciplined by
voters; business used to be, at any rate,
disciplined by neither, nor by anything
else.

forums
&
ii;
g
55
'•

Open forums in the Commuter g
Cento foi prospective Student
Government Association officers $
will he today, tomorrow and]
Thursday. Jan. 2°- as well as Jan.j
.'0. and Feb. 2. ) and 4 as was?
reported in Friday's editorial.

Lerrers
election board
offers rebuttal
In response to Robert Wolfs letter
accusing the Elections and Opinions
Board for not implementing the
districting proposal for the student
government elections, we would like
to reply.
The Elections and Opinions Board
has voted within its committee
unamiously to support representative
districts.
The two plans which our committee
reviewed for the Student Government
Association (SGAI Senate had many
good points but also contained
loopholes. Part of ihe decision by our
board to table the proposal was based
upon this reason.
There is much work that goes on
with setting up a secure and smooth
election that outside observers rarely
see.
TO QUOTE Mr. Wolfe's letter, "not
enough time means we do not want
to work" is a statement we strongly
disagree with. Since the board was not
formed until late November with a
definite election date set for the first
time, much work with deadlines were
pushed up.
•
Tie decisions which are made by
this board are done in the interest of
the student body But as a branch of
SCA, we are bound by its actions and
thus would have implemented the
adopted plan of the senators if Ihe
senate had been convinced by either
plan.
The Flections and Opinions Board
along with the Student Senate decided
I

to seek student opinion on ibis issue
by means of a special ballot on
election day, Feb. 5. We. along with
Mr. Wolfe, encourage a large election
turnout foi voting on the districting
issue.
Elections and Opinions Board
Kathy Keans-Chaiiperson
302 Alpha Delta PI
Harry Ong
382 Phi Kappa Tau
Dennis Kellermeyer
.187 Phi Kappa Tau
Nancy Malta
405 Treadway
Doug Clark
227 S. Mercer. I4B

health care
I am very disturbed to hear of the
possible health care cuts. As a student
who recently made use of the Health
Center's in patient services, I am
doubly disturbed.
Yesterday I burned my nght hand
and abdomen. I received prompt,
competent care during the regular
infirmary hours. More than that. I got
the night staffs care and concern
when my discomfort started driving
my roommate and me up a wall.
It isn't easy to type with one hand,
so I'll make this brief. I'm a student. I
can't afford to go to Wood County
Hospital. Furthermore. I doubt that
Wood County physicians would
appreciate the added caseload thai
night service and in-patient service cuts
would necessarily leave to them.
The added caseload at Wood
County would have to lower the
adequacy of their own service.

For the sake of both campus and
community please maintain the proper
health care for us, the students.
Remember most of us are out of reach
of continuous health care aside from
the infirmary. (And we're separated
from Mom's chicken soup and Tl.Cl
Forrest I ockwood
42b Compton

fandray review
one-sided
\ftei reading the Fandray article on
Bob Dylan's "Desire" album. I
couldn't help from seeing through ins
one-sided views and research. Twice he
mentioned "Blood on Ihe Tracks", as
if this was his only album, and there is
no mention of the true promise of
"Desire".
"Blood on the Tracks" and
"Tangled I'p in Blue" are not works of
protest, so comparing them to
"Desire" is foolish in the first place.
Also I fail to see anything wrong with
slow tempos or dirges. In a time filled
with dance music and songs. I find it
comforting to rest my eyes and hear
lyrics that say more than "get down,
get up. baby!"
Reviewing albums by listing your
own expectations before if was even
released, shows no "Desire" at all.
Dylan's album is no "Blood on the
Tracks", but neither is it a "Blowin' in
the Wind," and as I see it. that's all
Fandray was doing.
Jeff Cram
46 Rodgers
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A night with

PETER FRAMPTON
and special guest star

.'

Sunday, Feb. 8
ANDERSON ARENA
$6°° reserved; $5°°general admission
tickets on sale at
Union Ticket Office

BGSU
Union Activities
Organization
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rSenate candidates discuss campaign platforms -j
_ _
By Sally Arnold
Editor's
note:
The
following, is the first of a
two-part aeries on Student
Government
Association
(SGA)
student
senate
candidates.

. .
intends to inform these two
groups about campus groups
and activities. This might
take
the form of an
information
sheet,
she
added.
"I think every part of the
campus
should
he
represented." Armentrout
said about the proposed
districting plan which would
increase the number of SGA
senators from eight to 13.
Armentrout
said
she
favors University funding ol
SGA,
explaining
that
Cultural Boost already has
shown through its lack of
upperclass contributors that
the independent funding
method does not work
efficiently

Jennie Allen
Jennie Allen, sophomore
(Ed.), said SGA should
continue to be funded by
University fees. "In this
way,
we
know
the
administration is hacking us
in the activities SGA takes
on or accomplishes." she
said.
Allen said one of her
projects
is
a
student
evaluation loim completed
by students at the end of
each quarter and published
in a pamphlet which will be
distnbuted
in
locations
accessible to students. She
said she plans to organize a
program
during
pre-registration to inform
incoming
students
of
campus activities.
Allen is a resident adviser,
a counselor for a leadership
workshop, a member of hall
council on leadership skills
and a sorority member.

Tom Beers
Thomas fleers, junior
(Ed.), said SGA "may not
be the vehicle lo solve some
campus problems, but it can
influence."
Beers said one of the
senate districting plans now
under consideration is his.
He said that if this plan does
not pass, he would look into
others if elected.
Another area of his
interest is in a proposal lor
car pools, Beers said. This
project
would
include
preferred registration rates
or lower rates for students
who participate in the
pools. "Right now this is
just a feasibility study."
Beers added.
Beers is on Commuter
Organization and Parking
Service Committees.

Robin Arminlrout
Kohin
Armentrout,
sophomore (Ed.), said she
describes
herself
as
"someone who is more like
Ihe sludent group needing
lo be represented."
Armentrout said she is
interested in freshman and
transfer

sludenls.

She

.........
Mark
Behlert. junior
(B.A.I, said SGA has failed
to
communicate
with
students this year. He said
SGA has accomplished some
good service projects, but
also should inform students.
He said he plans to
reform this failure by
sending out SGA minutes of
meetings to those students,
who are interested and
through
publication
of
a monthly newsletter which
would
be
distributed
through the dormitories and
academic
buildings.
It
would include a description
of office activities.
Districting is also a pan
of the increased interaction
with the students, Behlert
said. SGA always will run
into apathetic students, but
it should make an effort to
reach
those
who
are
interested, he added.
Another problem Behlert
wants to inform students
about is traffic and parking
regulations. As a defense
counselor
on
Student
Traffic Court, Behlert said
he hears complaints about
the high cost of fines.
The solution lo this is not
reducing these fines but in
educating students about
the regulations, he said.

Mark Behlert

...
.... defines
..»--see a proposal. which
the senate districts.
Cope is a member of
Student
Assembly
and
dormitory government.

ij„,u.
AI~.. ...ti,
body alone. Along
with .hi.
this
change, Coriell said SGA
should be financed by (he
student body.
"Through my stand on
Article
I
may
seem
destructive, I am willing to
work and cooperate with
the
University
Administration, but I will not be
bound financially to them.
The adminsitration should
decide if they want to be
belligerent or a cooperative
force in this University," he
added.

ok.
..iA
it
..,,,
She
said
it
was
unreasonable
of
the
University to force students
to attend classes in bad
weather when other schools
close.
The
University
overlooks more than 7.000
commuter
students
in
making this decision, she
said.
Houk also said thai
on-campus
students are
being taken advantage of
when they are required to
purchase
meal coupons,
noting that women and men
pay ihe same board rate
while women must sell
unused portions of these
coupons for a reduced rale.

than cut the Health Center's
services.
Ilyland said he favors
University funding of SGA
because adminislrators will
be
more interested in
helping SGA if they allocate
funds to it, he said. He
added that donations by
students probably would
nol
work,
basing
his
comment
on
negative
student attitudes toward
contributing lo Cultural
Boost.
Ilyland is a member of
Homecoming
Committee,
chairman of Spirits and
Traditions Board and a
fraternity member.

Dive Hylmd

Mary Kurz

David
Ilyland. junior
IB.A.I,
listed
several
projects he would like to
pursue if elected. He said he
would prepare a better
sludent
course
outline,
publish a teacher-course
evaiualion, increase Peer
Academic Advising Team
services and increase rather

Mary
Kurz,
sophomore (Ed.), said she
favors districting if il is set
up to represent a wide
variety
of
persons,
particularly
veterans,
minorities and on- and
off-campus students, she
said.
Some of her projecls

Tom Coriell
Thomas Coriell. junior
(A*S). said he believes
(SGA) should be funded by
students. The University
presently funds SGA and
this fact ties SGA's hands,
he said. If SGA were funded
by students, it would give
students a much freer hand
in Ihe SGA could do, he
added.
Coriell said his projects
would
involve
striking
Article I of the SGA
constitution. This article
stales thai agencies and
offices
of
SGA
are
responsible to Ihe vice
Provost lor student affairs,
the University president or
his representative and Ihe
Board of Trustees, he siad.
Coriell said this should be
changed to read that SGA is
answerable to the student

Ciyslal Houk. freshman
(Ed.),
said
she
favors
districting
of
senators
because it allows a more
equal
representation
of
students.
Houk described several
projects, adding thai she is
especially concerned with
women's
problems
on
campus and citing the need
for
improved
lighting
around
campus
as
an
example.

presentatii
include
presentation
of
information concerning the
recreation center, extended
hours for use of the
gymnasiums, belter campus
security at night and during
vacations and equal rights
for women on campus.
Kurz
said
student
donations could not support
SGA. She agrees with ihe
present system funding SGA
through the University.
Kurz is commander of
the ROTC inter-service drill
team,
member
ol
the
Arnold Air society. Ceniury
Club membei. member of
varsity women's lennis learn
and will be a represenlative
at Ohio Slate for the
University
lable
lennis
learn

Kalhy Malhes
Kalhy
Majsjics. junior
(Ed), said 4ie wants lo
represent students by taking
their ideas and pulling I hem
inlo action She plans lo do
ihis
through pamphlets.
• To page frtni

Job placement interviews scheduled
Lorin Cope
Lorin Cope, sophomore
(B.A.). said il is "lime to
look at not only how SGA
is funded, but at all areas
funded by Ihe general Ices."
Cope said il might be
appropriate lo open a part
of SGA funding to sludent
donations, hut added lhat
he would nol like to see
SGA supported solely hy
donation.
Cope said he plans lo
look al Ihe whole concept
of senators having projects.
Under ihe current system
SGA ends up with a file of
unfinished projecls which,
he said, seems as though Ihe
senator had nol made an
effort to begin a project.
He
said
he
favors
districting because it is easy
to lepresenl a constituency
rather than lb.000 persons,
adding thai he would like lo

Sign-up will be from 7:30
• 8:30 a.m. on Wednesdays
for non-school schedules
and from 4-5 p.m. on
Thursdays
for
school
schedules in Ihe Forum.
Student Services Bldg. A
standard placement data
sheet must be turned in for
each
organization
with
which the interviewee is
signing up.

BUSINESS
Feb. 9

Burroughs Corporation Sales person mgmt. trainee:
B/business (2.6 or belter
GPA).
Fidelity Union Life Ins.
(citizenship
required)
Sales and sales mgmt.
B/any major.
Picker
Corporation
Accounting
trainee:

Next year
you could be on
scholarship.
An Air Force ROTC 2-year scholarship. Which not only pays your tuition,
but also gives you $100 a month allowance. And picks up the tab for your
books and lab fees, as well.

B/accig. or finance.
Feb. 10
First
National
Bank
(citizenship required)
Management
training
program:
B/business.
Lazarus
(citizenship
required)
- Merchandise
trainee: B and MBA bus.
admin. B/retailing. home
economics. (Feb. 9. 10 and
II)
NCR
Corporation
(citizenship or permanent
residence visa required) Financial
specialist:
M/acclg.
Price
analyst:
M/finance, econ. operations
research.
Programmer/analyst:
B
or M/info.
systems or comp. sci.
Owens Coming Fiberglass
(citizenship
required)
Sales rep.: B/any major.
Management:
B/business.
Sales-estimator (constr. serv.
division):
B/ind.
tech.
constr.
Timken
Company
(citizenship or permanent
residence visa- required) Accountant: B/accounting.
Supervisory
candidate:
B/bus. adm. or applied
science. Associate industrial
eng. B/bus. adm. or applied
science.
Travelers

(citizenship

Insurance
required)

Systems
analyst
programmer
B/computer
science. Into, systems. Olher
majors
with
some
background (courses) in
comp. science.
Westinghouse Electric Financial
management
trainee:
B/accounling or
finance (miff IX quarter hr.
of acclg.)

Feb 11
American
Hospital
Supply Corp. (citizenship
required) -- Sales: B or
M'business.
Management
understudy B or M/finance
and acclg. Mgml. trainee
operations:
B/prod..
procurement.
Dow Coming (citizenship
required)
Professional
indus.
salesman.
B or
M/chemistry,
physics,
business. Chemist (tech.
sersice and dev.) B or
M/chemistry.
physics.
Chemist (research): B, M or
Ph.D. Chemistry, physics.
Price
Walerhouse
(citizenship
required)
Staff
accountant:
B/M
acctg.
State
Farm Insurance
(citizenship
required)
Audit trainee: B/accounting.
The Warner and Swasey
Company (citizenship or
permanent residence visa

Tuesday Is

SALAD NIGHT
at Crusty's Pizza

And after college, you'll receive a commission in the Air Force...go on to

required)
Managmenl
trainee: B/bus. ad. Sales
Irainee: B/lih arts.

Vick Chemical Company
Internship
program:
Juniors only Business and
marketing

Feb. 12
American
Hospital
Supply Corp - See above.
Dow Coming
See
rtliur
Ande(sen
(fiflzenship or permanent
(cfflzei
residence visa required) Accounting and auditing:
B/M
accounting. Taxes:
B/M business with strong
accounting background.
Arthur G. McKee and Co
(citizenship or permanent
residence visa required) Engineer-in I raining: B/ind.
lech.
construction
Programmer
Irainee:
B/comp. science.
Central Mutual Insurance
Co.
(citizenship
or
permanent residence visa
required) - Administrative
trainee:
B/insurance.
economics, bus. ad.
Eaton
Corporation
(citizenship or permaneni
residence visa required) Accounting intern program:
B/accounling.
Packaging
Corp.
of
America
(citizenship
required) - Prod, mgml
trainee R/mgmi.. general
business. Industrial sales
irainee: B/mkig.. general
business.
Raytheon
Company
(citizenship
required)
Procurement
trainee:
B'proc.. mat. management.

Feb. 13
Packaging Corp.
ol
America - See above.
Ford Motor Company
(citizenship
required)
Supply
trainee'
B/procurement,
mat.
management.

SCHOOLS
Feb.11
Dayton
Ciry
Schools
(Dayton. O ) - Secondary
Malh.
physical
sci..
industrial arts, vocal music,
art,
voc.
home econ.,
English, bus. ed. Special ed.:
slow learners and ofher
areas.
Fairborn City Schools
(Fairborn. Ohio) -• All areas.
Montgomery
CountySchools i Dayton, Ohio;
citizenship required 1 -- All
areas.
Feb. 12
Montgomery County
Schools •- See above.
Feb. 13
Dayton City Schools See above.

:HUCK MANGIONE]
-UARTET

JAZZ
I SUN. FEB. i FOR THE
s pm
PEOPLE
U Of T
STUDENT
UNION AUD. TICKETS '4.50

further, specialized training.. .and get started as an Air Force officer. There'll
be travel, responsibility, and a lot of other benefits.

A STUDENT UNION
BOARD SHOW

But it all starts right here...in college...in the Air Force ROTC. Things
will look up.. .so look us up. No obligation, of course.
CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
MEMORIAL HALL
PHONE 352-5917

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

Vs Off Any
"SALAD"
5-8 P.M.
532 E. Woost.r

Din* In or Pickup
Ph. 352-3551

The Quartet has a highly
lyrical quality, very pleasing to
the ear. Chuck is both a melodic
composer
and
soloist
on
flugelhorn and on electric piano.
The time should be right for
some pretty and soft colors to
come back into jazz. If it is.
Chuck
Mangione'
has
it
made. -
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local briefs

Survey probes shopper attitudes
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter

Women's caucus
The University Women's Caucus will meet at noon
today in the Pink Dogwood Suite. Union. The meeting is
free to the public.
Among the topics discussed will be outdoor campus
lighting, maternity leave and women's locker room
facilities.

Adams Chronicals
WBGU-TV. channel 57, is airing a series of 13
hour-long historical dramas this quarter entitled "The
Adams Chronicals".
Seen at 1 p.m. Tuesdays, the programs trace the
influence of the Adams family on America'!
development from 1750 to 1900.
The programs also are rchtoadcast at 7 p.m. Sundays.

Hospital tours
Members of the Wood County Hospital Guild will
conduct tours of the hospital for interested groups of six
ot more starting Feb. 5.
Guild members arc volunteering their services to guide
the tours at I ,«0 Thursday afternoons.
Tours are available to all interested groups and should
be arranged several days in advance by calling Barbara
Simmons. 352-5266.

European work
The American buropean Student Service is accepting
applications
Irom American
university
students
interested in working in turope this summer.
The non-profit organization acts as a liason between
European employers seeking American student employes
and university studenis in this country.
Jobs arc available in areas ranging from child care to
construction work.
More information is available by writing the
American-European Student Service. Box 34733, Kl
9490 Vaduz. Liechtenstein (Europe)

SGA campaign
Student Government Association (SGA) presidential
candidate platform speeches will be broadcast at 6
tonight through Friday on BG-TV 7.

Results of a survey analyzing the shopping habits of
citizens of Bowling Green plus Liberty and Portage Twps.
show that area shoppers weigh convenience against variety
in deciding whether to shop locally or in Toledo malls.
• The recently released survey, part of a program to
improve the city for the Bicentennial, was first Introduced
in March, according to Dr. Raymond Barker, professor of
marketing, who helped design and analyze the survey.

WASHINGTON
(APi-President Ford told
Congress yesterday
that
another major tax cut will
be possible by lOTO if
federal spending is held in
check.
The reduction would be
in addition to the $28
billion in permanent tax
reductions Ford already has
proposed for this year and
next.
In his annual economic
report to Congress. Ford
said he is "very encouraged
about our economy. The
trends are all right and are
all moving in the right
direction."
BUT
SEN.
Hubert
Humphrey chairman of the
Joint Economic Committee,
said Monday that Congress,
not Ford, is responsible for
the
recovery
of
the
economy in 1975.
He
also
said
the
"recovery is very fragile"
and that Ford's proposed
1977 budget of J394.:
billion is inadequate to meet
the nation's needs for jobs,
and social programs, while
allowing too much for
defense Humphrey testified

From paga 4

Richard
Phillips,
freshman (A&S), said SGA
would work best if funded
through student donations.
He added that student
apathy
toward
the
organization may not make
this funding feasible, but he
would like to see it work.
Phillips has three projects
he said he would like to

on the first day ol hearings
before the House Budget
Committee.
Ford's
optimistic
assessment of the economy
did
not
extend
to
unemployment, which "will
almost
surely
remain
distressingly high this year."
his economic advisers wrote
in the report.
"Even under the best of
circumstances the return to
full employment cannot
realistically be accomplished
this year or next." they
said.
THEY
forecast
an
unemployment
rale
of
about 7.3 per cent by the
end of I"76. down from 8,3

Rick Phillips

• • •
Rebecca
Shoup.
sophomore (B.A.), said SGA
should
pattern
its

THE STUDY'S objectives were to determine attitudes
toward Bowling Green as a place to shop, to discoser where
selected products are purchased and to estimate the share
of total retail purchases made in the downtown shopping
district. Dr. Barker said.

Rebecca Shoup
organization after the Union
Activities
Organization
(UAO), which interrelates
its activities.
Shoup said SGA should
take most of its money
from University funds, but
added
that
student
contributions also should be
welcomed
Shoup serves on three
SGA
committees.
is
c hairman
of
the
publications committee of
Cultural BOOM, serves on
three
UAO committees,
produced
the
freshmen
handbook
for
the
Undergraduate
Alumni
Association, is a writer for
the Key. is a varsity field
hockey player, is a member
of Publications Committee
and
served
on
the
Homecoming Committee.

per cent in December of
1975.
But
the repoit also
contained an upward change
in the peak unemployment
rate during the recession.
Instead of a high of 9.: per
cent in May. unemployment
reached a recession high of
8.9 per cent in May, the
report said
Chairman
Alan
Gieenspan of the Piesident's
Council
of
Economic
Advisers said the jobless
figures were changed as part
of the regular revision of
"seasonal
adjustment
factors' that is done every
year
by
the
labor
Department
Greenspan
also
told

BEIRUT.
Lebanon
(AP) -Cease-lire "enforcer
teams"
loured
Beirut
yesterday using bullhorns to
urge rival gunmen to clear
the streets. Despite the aura
of
impending
peace.
Christian concern mounted
over the growing Palestinian
role in lebanon.
Looters also made off
with SI million worth of
cigarettes
from
a
government depot and other
gunmen
sacked
the
Agriculture
and
Justice
Ministries without meeting
any resistance.
The
sackings
were
exceptions to a general
tightening of ordei across
Lebanon,
where
about
10.000 persons have died in
civil bloodshed since April.

of
civil
war is over.
However.
the
country
remained
virtually
partitioned between heavily
armed Moslem and Christian
camps with a political
settlement on paper only.
The "enforce! teams"
made
up
of
Palestine
liberation Army troops in
Moslem areas and right-wing
Christian
militias
in
Christian
areas,
worked
toward a Tuesday evening
deadline for restoration of
law and order.
The 6 p.m.-11 a.m. EST
deadline for withdrawal of
the gunmen was set Sunday
by a committee of Syrian1.
Palestinian and Lebanese
armv officers set up to
enforce the four day old
cease-fire worked out by
Syrian
Foreign
Minister
abudl I l.iI mi Khaddam.
Under the truce plan.

1/4 off

pother purses reduced up to 50%]

check all sale racks
throughout store
for Super Savings!

OPEN TILL 9:00 P.M.
every Tuesday nlte.

THE POWDER PUFF]
525 RIDGE
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lebanon's 60 per cent
Moslem majority is to get a
bigger share of political and
economic power in the
country, now concentrated
in the hands of the Christian
minority.
The
latest
cease-tire
ended
lighting
with
Palestinian units in effective
control of nn>st of lebanon.
But the Christians weie not
deleated niilitanly. Their
private armies maintained
complete control of hall of
Beirut
Khaddam met with key
Christian leaders, including
Maronite
Patnarach
Antonios
KhraWh
The
Christians
said
they
reaffirmed the need for
Lebanese state control over
some .lOO.OOO Palest ianians
living, working and training
as guerrillas on Lebanese

No link seen between
pot use, brain damage
NEW
YORK
(AP) -Chronic
marijuana
use was not found to be
associated
with
any
permanent or irreversible
impairment in higher brain
function or intelligence in a
study of native Costa Ricans
reported yeslerday.
The study results were said
to be compatible with
earlier controlled studies,
but
went
further
by
employing
additional
controls.
Researchers
cautioned, however, that a
final answei is not yet in.
The
report,
from
researchers at the University
of
Florida
and
the

University of Victoria, said
that the findings lend no
support to speculation on
an
" Amot i va tional
syndrome" among chronic
users marked by such things
as
apathy.
confusion,
memory defects.
DETAILS
of
the
extensive study reported to
an opening session of an
international conference on
Chronic
Cannabis
Use,
sponsored by the New York
Academy of Sciences and
the National Institute on
drug Abuse. Cannabis is the
name of the plant portion
used in manjuana.

■oil.

PHI KAPPA PSI
Proudly Announces
Its Winter Pledge Class

SHARON BABB
BONNIE EATON
KIM JACKSON
LORN A LEE
MARIL YN MERIWE THER
CANDI NIXON
DIANE ROBINSON

Jeff Anderson

Dave Smercina

Mark Davis

John Snyder

Tim Kime

Gary Welch

Andy Powell

Bruce Whitmyre

Bruce Rowan

Byron Willford

SHARON WILLIAMS

Sorors of lota lota Chapter
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority

.T\.vw..

Folcon Pizza & Mini-Sub Shop
516 E. Wooster

Bidttm in Sl9n Qnlv

FLORIDA

PIZZA

1* <&
I, Expires
PIZZA
1
Out
Feb. 28. 1976

Expires Feb. 28, 1976
HC.SC
1 Inion Activities
()r<|fiiii/<iti<>n

$

en nh.ad ,0f D,ckuo nrd.«

BOWL ING_ £^V^^^^^^^^TTT7
9" On* Item
«■••» j 12" One Item
*"*
$
$ 7S

LAUDERDALE,

March
79-28

352-1506

Coupon Bonanza Special!

ENTIRE STOCK
one day only

HE SAID this was I rue because icsidents rather would
suggest a nearb) store than give directions lo Southwyck or
Franklin Paik Malls.
Anoihei possible reason foi the disciepancy. Dr. Barker
said, is thai poisons soiuetlines wait lo go shopping until
they have lo purchase many Items. When persons have
mans things to buy. he said, they often piefer lo shop at a
large mall.
The incicliaiidising policies of downtown merchants are
complicated because lliey must catei to both students and
reajdentl, Dr. Baikei said The study revealed that each
group thinks the other is given priority by merchants, he
said.
Many persons s.u,l they thought the central business
district needs l.uger siores and more chain outlets. Dr.
Barkei noted, adding then was a favorable response lo the
■Utjattlon thai a shopping mall be built in the city.
Dr. Barker said the city ideally needs a large, major
department stoic which would help draw traffic into the
city and improve the business of other stores in town.
However, he said he docs not foresee such a store being
built in the downtown area.
Dr. Baikei recommended to the committee that
additional specialty shops be established in the downtown
area. He said this might help diaw more persons to the
shopping area and benefit all city merchants.

While Ford has recently
showed flexibility in Ins
earlier demands thai new
tax cuts be tied to a rigid
$395
billion
spending
ceiling for fiscal 1977. he
indicated
he
has
not
retreated very far.
"If we continue in the
years ahead to pursue the
kind of budgetary restraint
which I am recommending,
another major tax cut will
be feasible by 1979," he
said.

Congratulations
to our
New Sisters!

Tuesday Specials
Genuine Leather Purses
handtooled In India

newsmen that although a
return to high inflation
would
jeopardize
the
recovery from recession.
there is no evidence tins is
about to happen

Christian concern remains
despite cease-fire success

THE GENERAL feeling
in Beirut was that the worst

implement
as an SGA
senator.
These
projects
concern parking services,
overcrowding in dormitories
and food services.
Phillips said on-campus
students should not be
required to pay for parking
stickers unless they intend
to park on-campus during
the weekend.
Overcrowding should be
remedied by a change in
on-campus
living
requirement. Phillips said,
adding thai he would like to
see a food service system of
"all you can eat" rather
than the meal coupons
system now in effect.

Persons polled were selected at random from area
telephone directories by their exchanges' numbers. Dr.
Barker said. No on-campus students were included in the
survey, he said, but a few off-campus students were called.
The telephone survey, which was conducted by the
Jaycee wives, icvealed that Bowling Green's major
competitors for business arc the Toledo malls, especially
Southwyck.
It was found that persons who did shop in the city did so
for convenience. However, persons complained that
Bowling Green stores lack selection and variety.
In the survey, persons were asked what stores they would
recommend to a person who recently moved to town and
who was shopping for clothes and appliances. It was found
that more persons recommended city siores than actually
pationi/cd them. Dr. Baiker said.

Future tax break seen by 1979

Candidates air views
districting and the projects
she
would
like
to
accomplish as a senator.
Mathes also plans to
make available a pamphlet
of SGA officers phohe
numbers, addresses
and
areas of interest.
Mathes also pioposes to
Utilize the Peer Academic.
Advising Team office in the
administration building as a
counseling service rather
than
a
phone
service.
Students would be named
to counsel then peers on
academic
problems, she
said.
Mathes activities include
president
of
Ashley
dormitory
government,
represents live
Io
Pa nhellenic
Council,
sorority
assistant
rush
chairman. Chanties Board,
orientation
leader,
and
drop/add
registration
committee.

Dr. Barker said he presented types of possible surveys to
the city's Heritage '7b committee, which sponsored the
study. Liberty and Portage Townships were chosen to
represent areas outside the city since citizens of those areas
must pass through Bowling Green to gel to the Toledo
shopping malls, he said.
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Bicentennial lectures
slated for campus
By Jane Musgrave
A
Bicentennial
symposium
entitled
"Yankee Doodle and All
That: Literary Expressions
of the Revolutionary Age."
is set for Thursday on
campus. The symposium
will include a combination
of lectures
and
panel
discussions.
At 3 p.m. in the Alumni
Room, Union. J.A. Leo
Lemay, professor of English
at
the
University
of
California, will speak on
"Yankee
Doodle:
The
Evolution of an American
Folksong."
while
Anne
Young Zimmer, assistant
professor of history at
Wayne State University, will
talk on "The Rheloric of
American Loyalism."
Alma Payne, professor of
English
and
American
Studies here, will moderate
the related discussions.
THE SYMPOSIUM will
continue at H p.m. in 115
Education Bldg. with Russel
Nye, Pulitzer Prize winning
author and professor of
English al Michigan State
University,
speaking
on
"Popular linages of the
Revolutionary
in
the
Mid-Nineteenth Century."
Dr. Michael Marsdcn, assistant
professor
of
popular
culture, will serve as the
moderator for this panel
discussion.
This symposium is the
second in a scries of three
that were made possible
through
a gran)
the
University received from the
Ohio American Revolution
Bicentennial
Advisory
Commission.
The
symposiums were planned
by
the
University's
Bicentennial Committee in
cooperation with the Office
of Continuing Education.
Dr.David
Skaggs,
associate
professor
of
hislory and coordinator of
Bicentennial affairs at the
University, explained that
the
Ohio
Commission
specified two topic areas for
the symposium, one being
"Horizons '76," the other
"Heritage '76."
"THE
COMMISSION
wanted Ihe symposiums to
impress upon the public
ihat
the
Bicentennial

celebration is more than just
looking back into America's
past. It is also a celebration
of the diversity of America's
continuing culture and a
means to anticipate the
opportunities and problems
of the nation's future." Dr.
Skaggs explained.
In addition to fulfilling
the
Ohio
Commission's
requirements, Dr. Skaggs
said that the committee
chose the particular topics
in an attempt to involve
unlikely
areas
of the
University's
academic
community.
Another
specification
that the Ohio Commission
made for these symposiums
was that they not be
restricted to the academic
community, but stressing
that
they
wanted
community involvement, he
said. As a result, the
symposiums are free and
open to the public.
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Assorted Flavors

EATMORE MARGARINE

Hl-C FRUIT DRINKS

Why
Myadec?

BWHPlt,UXK-P£N
I KNOW ALL ABOUT MR..
ifiumrePTDiwRx, VENTURA-fttH HHATIVE
con6H£56, nveeAUosre HtAUP, THE MAN * THePITSOF TIME! mWKA IS AN
BI0HT- TE*M WINNER'

\

m

EXCUSEME-THE
LIBRARIAN TELLS ME

YOU'VE ear THE aosee

RESEKVECCPYOF
•TORTORTsr. \

iNCDMPeTEm, iNseNstme,
MOST, AWSeNSATTONALW
camim! „ /

OH. HEY, I'M SORRY'-T
6UESSI LOST TRACK
OF THE TME..IRXW
A FASCINATING SUIT
HERE, AN EARLY SEX
PISCRMNADON CASE.

BOLOGNA

DORSEVS DRUGS. INC
III Railroad Street

Bowling Green, Ohio
43402

ABORTION
$12500
TOLL » RCC

9am • IC .

1 POO 4 JH !■' lit

USDA
GOOD

The Way meetmQ Jan. 29, 30 at 7 p.m. in Faculty
Lounge. Union.
Exper. in Eating Awareness. Open to all w/ eating
problems. Call 2-2081 lor an interview. Rm. 320 Stud.
Serv. Bldg., 3 fc 5 p.m.

rT-T-T

mm
ilRLOIH TSTEAK CLUB STEAK
sfl58 $488 i-A-i
Lb

f TaM-^

EMOTIONAL
MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AID

352-6236
HOW DOES
•57.50*
SOUND?
•.-.• Deluxe 2 bdrm

WRTERHOUSEI

STEAK .

M 8

_HA,J

FOUND: Leather hat, lett
in VW Van by hitchhiker.
Glen: 352-2831.
HELP WANTED
Babysitter needed. 831 7th
Apt. 4 Hrs. Mon. & Wed.
trom 11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Tues. & Thur. from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30. Contact at
above address.
Address envelopes at home.
$800 per month, possible
Any age or location. See ad
under
Services Offered.
Triple "S".
SERVICES OFFERED

E.M.P.A.

<>
ft
ft
ft
ft

Furnished
Central heat & air
Laundry fac in bldg.
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grids
ft Intormartton. Cad
352-4213

Hamilton House
m 'Ik St..
•pennon

OHLftOtT!.
BtCNDIE.
THATSPKACTXAUYA
IAWSWE!

UM..SAY.. rn
ALMOST THROU6H..I
WONDER IF I CWLD
TALKW INTOLETVN6
MEHEPTHEBOOK
FOR A Ffiu'MNUTES
MORB..\

•auau
HEUAS
UNOPPOSED

mi. SO HE
peniumv
"%»!>™
CAMPAI6N1

0H..UH.
SURS-I
CANUHT!
PLSAseTAKEYOUR
TIME!

CAMPUS CALENDAR

LOST AND FOUND

LIVER
SAUSAGE

MOK£TOm£fWT.
TWU6H, IS THE
FACT THAIHEONLY
QOTtOtCIFTHE
VOTE LAST atom'

~*m>~ CLaSSIFIED -*t®*~

BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes Hall. 7:30-9:30 p.m.

High-potency vitamin
formula with minerals

Alpanafoat
Draaalar roscar
Ina whike
Bafinner
Gatshaaaaah
Foulard

—

Active Christians "Today Fellowship Commons NE cafe,
7 p.m. Bible studies: 603 Clough SI. 11 a.m. and 5:30
p.m.

Kroger

27 Partofihrwnt
ingon the wall

47
4r>
30
31
34
56

3TWTY

Spanish Club meeting Rm. 117 Hayes Hall. 7:30 p.m.

\.LA.

26 SwindW*
SUng

2t One of lha
M ana MI
31 BaUatakm
13 Rrvdgwa
36 laeueeionh
36 Show of a eon
M Broofc
40 Abhor
41 From that uma
«2 BaUplayrr. at
tasssee
44 Madagascar
animal
46 '0th rent
date Rom

by Garry Trudeau

$4.98
w-g

10 Sacura the aupport of
11 Spiaah m watar
12 Space lte»
foraiamplr
13 Typaofpipa
14 A.lv«niurT
19 Rootuaadm
parfumrry
22 MoUifiad
24 Deeart

DOONESBURY
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In Quarters

Organ./a lions
Tuna of day
Boa faatenar*
Pained with
Pronoun
Owe of the
Aleutians
Hardy
cabbage
Scolded
Conrormruj
WrU known
namr in poetry
New York
player
cinihe
abatnee of iht
defendant)' Lat
Part of a
royal flueh

I Not fewer
I than)
T Faahson
II FuiecM
13 Getting on
15 Perfect
16 Brief
17 Eacept
IR In love
20 PovtK
ran traction
21 GUM of ••■nd
23 Your
Maieety
24 Suffia a>ith
•one; and fun
U Craiy. m Cordoba
26 Trapping*

Will edit theses 20 cents a
page. Call 3521934.
Violin lessons for beginner
students. Call Pat. 2-3814,
after 10 p.m.
Address and stuff envelopes
at home. $800 per month,
possible. Offer-details send
50 cents (refundable) to:
Triple
"S",
699-X32
Highway 138, Pin on Hills,
CA 92372.
WANTED
M. rmt. to share 2 bdrm.
furn. apt. util. pd. cable
$56.25/mo. 352-3353.
A serious girl who'd like to
experience a coed ' house
next
yr.
w/4
others.
Intrjt-contect BUI Rm. 28
Prout.
1 Alpha Phi Houseboy.
Please call 372-2589.
1 f. rmmte. needed to sublet
apt. spr. qtr.
Campus
Manor. Cell 352-6437 eves.

f rmmt. own room. $70/mo.
Call 352-7740 after 5 p.m.
F. to share 1 bdrm. apt.
(75/mo. All util. pd. Linda.
353-3403 or 352-6251.
Someone to subl. 1 bdrm.
turn. apt. all util. inc.
$185/mo.
Apt.
241
Graarviaw. 352-1195.
1-2 F. rmts. to sub. apt. Spr.
qtr. close to campus. Call
352-2839 - Inquire at 818
2nd St. Apt. A-3.
PERSONALS
Crescent
Kids
the
breakfast was really neat
topped
only
by
your
successful
sneak.
Congratulations.
Love,
Secret Four.
Ah-so Sprint, see you got a
rock from a Jock. What a
nice surprise! Congrats on
your engagement to Rich.
Rob, Rose & Bell.
Facione Tax Preparation
Service. 5 years professional
experience, specialize In
individual
returns
for
professors
and
other
professionals, for appt. call
352-9388 eve. or weekends.
Now that our sneak and
prank are done. Alpha Gam
activation will be lots of
fun! We're psyched! Love,
The Pledoes.
Alterations & Tailoring. The
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main.
Terry Bradsttaw Is a TEKE Why aren't you?
Jim and Bev: Who's better
In
the
kitchen?
Congratulations on your
engagement. Sigma Nu Lil'
Sises.

Valentine's Day is coming
soon. Order your tlowers
now and Alpha Lambda
Delta will deliver them on
the 12th. Order lorms in
today's News and all dorms.
Thanks to the AXO's our
wine and cheese rush was a
great success. The SAE's.
Brothers of SAE wish to
thank the DG's for their
help with a successful rush.
Beth - Weren't you surprised
when the candle passing was
for you? Now you are an
active too - Love, The AX's.
Giving blood on January
27-28th? If interested in
donating for our "blood
brother'".
Scotty
(hemophiliac),
contact
2-2871. KD Sisters.
PASSPORT & ID PHOTOS.
CALL HAGER STUDIO'S.
8-Ball
Tournament.
HOWARDS.
Every Sun.
3:15 p.m.
Ta cos
and
HOWARDS.

insert woods. 1,3,4,5; 2-9 w.
P. New Wilson wood covers.
New Burton bag. Exc. cond
Make oiler. 352-7684.
Pioneer PL-10 Belt-driver
turntbl. $35. 353-2602 after
7:30.
Chevy. Sport-Van 67 w/ 71
Corvette
engine.
Good
running cond. Mike or Glen,
352-2831.

Panasonic
Stereo
w/
AM/FM. Exc. cond., Orig.
$130. Best offer. 352-3056.
FOR RENT
2 bedroom, 4
person,
furnished, near campus at
521 East Merry, tenant pays
only
electric,
excellent
condition, $296. per month.
2 bedroom, 4 persons,
furnished, located at 824
Sixth Street, tenant pays
only the electric, excellent
condition. $260. per month.
For
more details, call
Newlove Realty. 353,7381.
2 rms. for lent, w/extra
features, males only. For
info, call 352-6000.

chili

Chi O Pledges - Thanks for
your assistance during rush.
THE BETA'S.
Be a Stardusterl! - Rush
tonight at the Kappa Sigma
House 7-9 p.m.
Gordy: Get Psyched for the
Tourist Inn Tea! Love, your
Little Commu Nu-Nu's.
VOTE IFO the Party that's
interested for others: Jim
Gannon,
V.P..
Terry
Mowery, Stud. Rep. of
Trustees.
Neal
Painter,
Corrd. of Acad. Affairs.
Mike Cisko, Cultural Boost,
and the following Senators:
Mark,
Behlert,
Bruce
Burkholder,
Karen
Chnstofer. Tim Davis and
Rebecca Shoup.
VOTE Thurs. Feb. 5th.
FOR SALE
Ease your midwinter blues.
The Plant Lady has a sale on
that would cheer up any
plant lover! Plants, Hangers.
Pots, Books. 102', N. Main.
104 M-S. till 9 on Fri.
MUST SELL! MT McGregor
Tourney gold dubs. Alum.

Buff Apts. 1 blk. from
campus. Renting now and
for next yr. Call BiN Stonet,
352-2915.
Campus Manor now renting
for sum. & fall. Special
summer rates. Fall rates
from $80/mo. up. all util.
pd. except electric. Gas |>
heat & A/C. Ph. 352-9302 4
352-7365 eve.
Lrge. 2 bdrm. apts. for •
students near campus. $7{>
to 85/mo. per student. B
mo. leases. Ph. 352-7365.. j
Greenview
Apts.
now
renting one
and
two
bedroom apts. low rates, all
util. pd. 352-1195. 12-6
p.m.
520 E. Reed new large 2 ,
bad apt. furn. air. 280/ma.
plus electric. Call 353 7381.
525 N. Enterprise, large 2
bed
duplex
furn. sir.
270/Yno. plus util. Can
353-7381.
I
STUDFNT APARTMFN
352-1800 or 352-4671.

-* •

Apt. avail. Main St. $13$
plus elec Ph. 352-2320.

By Lauri Leach
Aaatrtant Sports Editor

Women cagers
edge out Kent

>l

Bowling Green's women cagers pulled out a 51-42 win
over Kent State University over the weekend to stretch
their record to 2-1, but coach Sue Hager isn't happy.
"We were just standing still during that game," Hager
said. "We were very lax in getting the ball out and didn't
bother to set up the play. We're very impatient."
One of the Ladybirds' problems was that they might
have thought the Kent game would be easy. But Kent,
usually a physical team with little skill, had other plans.
"1 WAS really pleased with the way Kent played," Hager
said. "They weren't physical at all, but they were aggressive
and played good, sound basketball."
Kent also used an effective 1-2-2 defense, while the
Flashes' offense caught the BG cagers on switches in their
man-to-man defense.
In other words, Kent State was thinking during the game
while Bowling Green, for the most part, was not.
"WE NEED practice time to perfect our skills." Hager
said. "We need to learn to play with finesse. We need to
work as a team and decrease basic personnel problems. We
need to think."
The Ladybirds also have had an injury problem. Forward
Carla Schneider has been out since the Ohio State game
with severely strained ligaments in her left ankle. Three
members of the junior varsity squad also are injured. And

i

Broncos seek stardom

KALAMAZOO.
Mich
-(AP)-lf you're aware
unrankeJ
and virtually
unknown Western Michigan
[ University is among just
: four
major
college
• basketball
teams
still
! unbeaten, consider yourself

■ a true fan.
"We're only concerned
with one thing and that's
our next game." said coach
: F.ldon Miller when asked
about the Broncos' relative
. obscurity.
"But to be undefeated in
: this day and age. with all
■ the pitfalls along the way. is
: really a credit to these
'young
people...These
"players are very sound
| players and they want to
have a good team very
much.
"They've been able to
put team goals first.'' Miller
said.
WESTERN'S 14-0 mark
this season is fueled by
players.
e xperienced
balanced
scoring.
dominance in rebounding,
and scoring punch from the
reserves.

The staners-four seniors
and one junior-have played
as a unit for nearly two
seasons. Even as a freshman
two years ago. junior Tom
Cutter was the top reserve
while the other four started.

Jell Tyson, a forward, is
the scoring leader with an
average of just over 17
points.
Guard
Jimmie
Harvey is runner-up at a
better than a I .'-point clip.
Four starters and Marty
Murray,
a
5-foot-IO
freshman who is the top
reserve, all average in double
figures.
Paul Griffin. 6-foot-9 and
the 6-foot-8 Cutter average
better than 10 rebounds per
game each. Overall. Western
has been out rebounded only
twice all season and pulls
down an average of 45 per
game, eight more than Its
foes have been allowed.
MILLER -after six years at
Western-still sticks close to
home with his recruiting.
Every player on the squad is
from
Michigan, Indiana.
Ohio or Illinois.

That recruiting pattern is
unlikely to change.
"There are so many
outstanding players in the
Midwest that we can't even
get to see them all play."
Mi'.ier insisted.
Heading into Wednesday
night's home showdown
against Miami of Ohio,
co-leader with Western in
the
Mid -American
Conference
race,
the
Broncos are nearing the
school mark for consecutive
victories. The current squad
has won 15 straight. The
record is 18, set in 1929-30.

without 10 healthy players, the team can't scrimmage
during practice.
Now for the good newt. The BG offense did improve.
Outside shots found their mark and there was a tight zone
defense.
Hager moved guard Linda Hardy to the forward position
and pulled Jenny Gill up from the junior varsity ranks as a
guard.
"I THINK if there was a bright spot, it was in the
combination of Hardy as a forward with Jenny's speed up
front," Hager said.
In another surprise move, Hager started Laura Maczko in
the other forward position, and the results were excellent.
"Laura looked for the pick and she saw open shots."
Hager said. "She did a better job using her head than
anybody."
HARDY WAS leading scorer and rebounder, garnering 14
points and 14 rebounds. Cathy Copeland and Maczko
scored 10 points apiece. Maczko also grabbed seven
rebounds.
Pam Koeth's 16 points and Kris Bergman's 12 points and
14 rebounds paced the junior varsity squad in their 54-18
win over Kent's "B" team.
The ladybirds have a big weekend coming up as they
play at Cedarville College Friday night and Miami
University Saturday afternoon in Oxford.

r
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By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor

After weathering 550
miles of traveling and two
meets, the Falcon indoor
track squad again performed
well at a major meet over
the weekend.
Senior speedster Ron
Taylor
took
runnerup
honors in the 300-yard dash
with a clocking of 31.0 to
lead the Falcon efforts at
the University of Michigan
Relays Saturday.
Last
year's
outdoor
capiain was the lone
sprinter to place in the
.event. although
Randy
Zimmerman
clocked
a
1:13.4 timing to gamer
fourth in the 600-yard dash.
Two BG relay squads also
scored placings among the
top six finishers in the
non-scoring meet which
attracted some of the
Midwest's
finest
tracksters.
The two mile relay
contingent, consisting of

Dan
Dunton,
Gary
Desjardins.
Rick
llutchmson.
and
Tom
McSheffeiy.
clocked a
7:43.2 for'fourth.

Swimmers split two
By David Smerdna
Staff Writer
Two key injuries may
have forced the Bowling
Green swim team to settle

Tickets
A student ID ticket exchange continues today in
Memorial Hall for Saturday'; hockey game with
Western Michigan. Students holding ID cards are
guaranteed a ticket provided they exchange by 5 p.m.
today. All unclaimed tickets will be sold or claimed
tomorrow on a first -come-first -served basis. All
reserved seats for the WML' game are sold out.
An ID ticket exchange is in progress for
tomorrow's basketball game with Cleveland State.
Tickets in all categories are on sale. The Memorial
Hall ticket office is open from 9 a.m. to noon, and
from I to 5 p.m.

THE SHUTTLE hurdles
foursome of Jeff Gagnor.
Juan Irwin. James Shepherd
and Dave Godfray finished
third in 31.6. Shepherd
tripped over a hurdle during
the race and ran a 8.9. split
time, while the other three
were under 7.7.
Individually, sophomore
transfer Bob Lunn and Rick
Hutchlnson placed in the
distances. Lunn clocked a
9:03.7 two mile for fifth
place
and
Hutchinson
finished
third in the
1.000-yard run in 2:15.6.
Jumpers Lew Maclin and
Tom Newbern were the
Falcon placers in the field
events. New indoor school
recordholder Maclin leaped
46-1IU in the triple jump
for fifth and Newbern.
competing in his first meei

in two years, took sixth in
the long jump at 22-5

"I THOUGHT we ran a
lot better on Saturday." BG
coach Mel Brodt said. "Our
performances were better
and our mental attitude and
the
competilion
were
excellent."

Brodt's forces opened the
weekend Friday night ji
Central Michigan in a
Mid-American Conference
dual meet as the Chippewas
sei three Finch Field House
and school records en route
lo winning, 66-47.
Falcon dual meet winners
included:
Brian
Storm
(60-yard dash in 6.2). Tim
Zumbaugh (mile run in
4:21.2), Dunton (two-mile
tun in 9:27), Shepherd
(60-yard
intermediate
hurdles in 7.2) and Maclin
(triple jump at 45-3).

Hutchinson also scored in
the mile with a third place
finish of 4:22.3. while Dan
Catlledge took runner-up
honors in the two mile in
9:28.1.
IN ADDITION. Taylor
garnered
third in the
400-yard dash in 51.6 and
freshman
Mark
Butler
finished in the identical spot
in the 880-yard run in
1:58.4.
I

FREDDIE'S y
FLOCK

Canadian
freshman
Michele Raymond's 21-Vi
effort earned him third
place in the long jump,
while high jumpers Ron
McGruder
and
Ben
Spaldings finished second
and third in their speciality
with respective efforts of
6-4 and 5-10.

Order Your Valentine
Flowers NOW From
Alpha Lambda Delia

255 MEM. HALL

c

*v

(Freshman Honorary)

general meeting
open to the public

favee

.Kh,w
"t
ttrVtfenn
- Flowen detraradon Fab. 13 -

-——-—— — Dttich A Stnd Todiy!!-—
Mad Payment Witt Order by
J«i 3l.HU to

TUES. JAN.'27

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA FL0WTRS
429 Stud. Sen. BUf.
OnMrtdBr
Nanw

Phono _

ToBaSantTo.
Namt_
Adorns
Mat* Chocks PqnM* to Alpha Lambda DoRa

7:30 pm
Beat Ball State! !

HAVE YOU
ENTERED YET?

"I wasn't disappointed.
Nobody did badly, but we
were
just
a
little
shorthanded." said coach
Tom Stubbs.
THE
INJURED
are
seniors Dave Ryland and
Jed Cole. Ryland was
bothered by muscle spasms
in his legs, while Cole
sustained a hairline ftacture
of his foot when he hit the
diving, board during Friday's
competition.
Dave Koenig and Mark
Hammann had a good day
in the triumph over Notre
Dame. Backstroker Koenig
had his best time in the
medley relay and one of his
best in the 200. Hammann
had personal bests in the
100 and 200 freestyles.
"Koenig swam quite

LK

well,"
Stubbs
said.
"Hammann looked good. It
was his best meet of the
year."
Chris Price and Jon Watts
continued their winning
ways in the fine overall
team performance. Price
took both the individual
medley
and
the
breastslroke. while Watts
won the 500 freestyle.
SATURDAY'S meet at
NIU went pretty much as
Stubbs
expected.
NIU
scored heavily in the sprints
and took both relays. Hut
the absence of Cole did not
enable BG to score enough
points in diving even though
Kurt Seibenick won both
events.
Watts had one of the best
swims of the day. taking a
first in the 1,000 freestyle
in the best time of the year
for a Falcon.
Other
triumphant
Falcons
were
Price
(individual medley), Koenig
(bckstroke) and Randy
Richards (breastslroke).

ALL THE PERCH
YOU CAN EAT

COLUMBUS (AP)--Niek Buonamici. a junior
all-Big Ten Conference defensive tackle, has been
dropped from the Ohio State University football
team, coach Woody Hayes announced yesterday.
"He is no longer a member of the squad." Hayes
said. Hie veleran coach declined lo elaborate on the
reason.
Buonamici. a
(vfoot-3.
236-pounder
from
Brcnlwood, N.Y., was the third leading tackier for
the Big Ten champions last fall, a startci since the
1974 Rose Bowl and 1*7*all-American prospect. ■

I just want
to go on record
by saying that
DOMINO'S
SUPERWEEK
will be
the greatest thing
since
sliced pizza!

LK RESTAURANT

E.WOOSTER ONLY

Ohio State grldder
dropped by Hayes

LK

WHIPPED POTATOES
COLE SLAW
WED. NITE 5 p.m.-9 p.m.

LK

Linda Hardy pauses to shoot for a basket. Hardy's
switch from guard to forward in Saturday's fame
with Kent was highly successful as she scored 14
points and grabbed 14 rebounds for B(>. (Newsphoto
by Mindy Milllgan).

LK

NOW LEASING
FOR FALL
CHECK OUR COMPLETE
APARTMENT LOCATION
SERVICE

Valentine Carnations
7Cc
#«J

for a split of two meets over
the weekend.
The tankers, on the road
for the first time this
season.
defeated
Notre
Dame. 66-47. Friday night
but lost to Northern Illinois
University (NIU) Saturday,
67-46.

Three other BG jumpers
scored in the field events.

Be a Sweetheart!

1*

d

Injuries set in

1 Falcons place at relays
I
M

Page 7
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•Carnations <•> .75 per carnation, $4.00 par Vi
.Total enclosed

GREEN BRIAR ARTS.
2 Br. Furn Apts.
RIDGE MANOR APTS.
1 S 2 Br Furn Apts
WILLOWHOUSE APTS.
1 Br. Unfurn ONLY
GREENBRIAR NORTH
1 Br & Eff Furn & Unfurn
FRAZEE AVE. APTS.
2 Br Furn Apts

ALSO HOMES AND
MOBILE HOMES FOR RENT

Call
MAURER GREEN RENTALS
for information
332-0717

SUPERSTARS

SEE YOUR DORM OR GREEK PRESIDENT FOR DETAILS

1

352-5221
The Pizza Poop lo

of
Bowling Green.
LISTEN TO WAWR SPORTS

Deadline is
Feb. 1st
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Bills retaliate after Friday night roasting
By Dan drfldd
Assistant Sports Editor
"I've seen fire and I've seen rain..."
James Taylor sang it: Falcon hockey fans saw plenty of
it.
More than 7.000 fans jammed the BG Ice Arena over the
weekend to see the fire-breathing Falcon hockey machine
roast St. Louii. 6-1. Friday night, while the visiting Bills'
reign of terror shook BG. 4-2. Saturday for a series split for
the
two
Central
Collegiate
Hockey
Association
front -runners.
IN ONE OF the finest total performances in BG history,
the Falcons capitalized on good passing, excellent defense
and a super job in the nets by goalie A! Sarachman to
defeat St. Louis for the first time by more than one goal.
Defense was the name of Friday night's contest. When
Sarachman and St. Louis goalie Brian O'Connell weren't
making fantastic saves, both squads were ramming each
other on the boards. The BG forwards were especially
effective in knocking the puck free from St. Louis' fine
skaters.
After two first period post shots by linemates Mike
Martman and Jack l.nnr lit. finally broke a 0-0deadlock.
Hartman poked at the puck once, trying to get it mbetween
O'Connell and the post, but failed.
The second time at it. however. "Harty" slid it in with
46 seconds to go in the period. The Arena exploded in
excitement.
Sarachman was dazzling in the second period, especially
when St. Louis was on the power-play rampage. In one
span, the Sarnia. Out. native made a stick save, a toe save, a
chest save, a hand save and dove twice for the puck in
preventing a Billiken score.
The Falcons came through with their second goal with
only I HI left to play in the second stanza. Martman
slammed Billiken defenseman Mark Petkoff on the boards
behind the St. Louis net, recovered the puck and centered
to left winger Paul Titanic who fired the goal from five feet.
THE BILLS got a goal hack in the third period on a
deflected shot off Saiachman's stick. The puck Hew up. hit
the crossbar and bounced just inside the line But the goal
seemed to fire-up the Falcons.
While John Markell had put IK, up 34) before the St.

Louis score, three quick goals within a two-minute spread
shook the Bills up.
Mark Wells fired a power-play goal on assists from Jolin
Mavity and Markell, followed by goals by Dave Kaston and
Titanic.
Easton's tally came on a play at the BG blue line when
Steve Murphy saved the puck from going over the line for
an offsides. Murphy hit the puck to Easton.who took two
strides and fired it home from 30 feet for the score.
Titanic's goal was a heartbreaking shot from St. Louis's
point of view. Titanic shot the puck through O'Connell's
leg pads and the puck trickled in from ten feet out.
Overall. BG coach Ron Mason had praise for various
facets of his team's play.
"The penalty-killing was great tonight," he said following
the win. "Our consistent goaltending once again came
through, even down to the end.
"There couldn't have been a greater play when Wells
slopped that break." Mason said of the right winger's
second-period save wiien the Bills' top scorer Mike
Ballanger stole the puck and raced for the net. The Falcons
were leading I-Oat the time.
SATURDAY night's contest matched a rekindled St.
lfluis squad against a bewildered BG team. The Bills
jumped to a .'-0 lead and coasted to a 4-0 advantage after
.wo.
The Falcon, came out tiring in the third period, but the
gials came too late. Defenseman Tom Thomas, on assists
frmi Nnce Newton and Markell. erased any thoughts of a
Itil'il.cn shutout, while Tom Fsper added a goal with 28
sect-no's eft wiih help from Tom Newton and Hartman.

""at*

"WE PLAYED a bad period of hockey," Fsper said of
the firs pe iod. "We didn't start until sometime in the
second period but the game was won in that period (first).
"We didn't olay hard and it cost us the game." Mason
said. "St. Ix>uis outworked us. Had we got our first goal in
the second per od, we might have come back.
"It's funny, when the timing breaks down, nothing
works," Mason si.d.

• * *

Sarachman win the Rink Rat award for the most
valuable player 1,1 the series, with Titanic and Thomas
finishing secom1 and third resrectively in the balloting.

n I __ , l_
DlW»l»

Falcon defender Kevin MacDonald blocks a Mike Ballanger shot in Saturday night
hockey game at the Arena. A poor firM period proved fatal for BG as St. Louis won
4-2. Goalie Mike Liut was in the nets for the Falcons Saturday. (Newsphoto by
Mindy Milligan).

Bright spots Arnold, Hammye, Harris

Cogers slide by Northern
Once again, it wasn't an
impressive showing, but the
Falcon cagers managed 10
win their seventh game ol
the
season
Saturday,
dumping Northern Illinois.
8.1-77.
The
Mid American
Conference (MAC) tiiiimph
on the losers" hardwood
raised
Bowling
Green's
record to 7-8 overall and 4-3
in the league. Northern fell
to 2-12 and 0-6 in the MAC
"Vie played good enough
to win and we did some
things right." Falcon coach
Pat Haley said. "'Bright
spots would have to be
(John)
Arnold.
(Ron I
Hammye
and (Tommy)
Harris."
Arnold emerged from a
recent shooting slump to hit
all of his 13 points in the
second half as the Falcons

«*w*

St. Louis defender, stand helpless is BG's Paul Titanic fires the puck past Billiken
goalie Brian O'Connell for a score in Friday's 6-1 triumph over the Bills. The win
was the greatest ever over St. Louis, however it was shortlived as the visitors
retaliated Saturday. 4-2. (Newsphoto by Dan l-eicln i

Score

broke open a 36-36 halftime
stalemate.
HAMMYE.
the
(.-•>
sophomore
post
man.
moved lo an unfamiliar
offensive
position
and
responded with one ol his
better efforts of the year.
"We moved Hammye out
lo the wing against their
(Northern's) zone." Haley
said, "and that's a place
where he's never played
before, hut he shot well "
Indeed he did. The Genoa
native hit 10 of 15 fielders
and was perfect on three
charity tosses to finish with
23 points. He was also the
Falcons* top hoard man.
grabbing 12 caroms.
IT WAS Harris, though,
who took scoring honors tor
BG. Knocking home nine of

WINS OVER Oakland
University
(42-0).
Lake

Supenoi (31 10) and a
defeat to host ("Mil (35-8)
bioughl BG's overall maik
lo 4-5,
Bcllaid was pleased w'lth
the weekend performance,
but wished he could do
something
about
that
misleading 27-point loss to
tough CMU.
"There were three bouts
that we should have won,"
Hcll.it,I
said about the
Mid-American Conference
decision that left BG 1-3 in
league play
"Jay Liles (118-poundcr)
fell behind early and then
his opponent kept running
away." Bcllaid said "I lies

lost, ly>. for his only loss of
the weekend,
"They (CMC) also had
two
fluke
puts.
Jerry
Thomas (126) was lied with
10 seconds left when he was
pinned and heavyweight AI
No/ak was pinned in the
last period while he was
ahead

"THEY

WOULD

probably have beaten us
anyway
(without
the
losses), hut things could
have gotten interesting."
Bellard added. "We beat
ourselves."
The CMU loss came first
in line, afteiwhich the

Falcons manhandled their
next two foes.
Jeff Polhemus. who sat
out ihe first match against
CMU since the team result
was certain, scored BG's
most impressive triumph of
the weekend. "He really
looked
good
against
Oakland." Bellard praised.
"He
had
to
face a
nationally-ranked
heavyweight and beat him.
8-2."
Polhemus.
BG's
250-pound hammer, was
one of three untouchable
matmen Saturday.
POLHEMUS

was

2-0

(including a 25-second pin
over Lake Superior's Chuck
Pemble). Joe Kosch (142)
was 3-0 and Bill Fra/icr
(134) was 2-0-1.
Other
Falcons
with
winning weekend
slates
were Liles. I 58-pound Mark
Mayer and IWpound Pat
Weifle. each at 21.
"I
have
nothing to
complain about - we looked
very good." Bellard said.
'"We're really starting to
come around now."

• * *

RECORDS - Here's how
the matmen stand on the
season, record wise Liles
(7-2).
Kosch
(7-2),

ALTHOUGH
pleased
with the win. Haley said Ins
squad needs lo play more
aggressive defense.
""We've got lo get alter
the other team better and
put
more
pressure
on
them.'" he said.
Northern's Matt Hicks
made his way through BG's
delense lo score a game-high
33 points and gainer 14
rebounds.
Bowling
Green
will
attempt lo reach the .500
matk tomorrow night when
it hosts
Cleveland State
University
in
a
non-conteience tussle in
Anderson Arena

Intramural notes
Those interested in running foi the Student Board of
Campus Women's Recreation and Intramural Association
(WRA) can submit their names to the Intramural Office,
201 Women's Building. Deadline is Friday.

Matmen continue climb to top
It's taking time, but
gradually
the
Falcon
wrestling squad is climbing
(hat
mountain
called
"success."
Many think that there
isn't a mountain in Bowling
Green. Physically, no. but in
the minds of coach Bruce
Bellard's
matmen.
yes
indeed
The
young.
talented
Falcons continued to make
great strides Saturday by
winning two of three dual
meets ai Central Michigan
University ((Ml)

IX from the field and eight
of
10 from the line.
■"Hollywood" accounted for
26
tallies
despite
a
box-andone defense by the
Huskies.
But the defense designed
to stop Harris proved lo he
a downfall foi coach Emor>
luck's Huskie quintet.
•"When they went lo the
box-and-one. we had Harris
go to a corner, and he look
this guy out of the action."
Haley explained. "So we
went
null
a diamond
offense -one point man. two
wings and a man down low.
"We chopped it (the
zone) up, and got all the
shots w< warned." the BG
bosi added.

• * •

Polhemus
(6-1),
Fra/Jcr
(5-3-1).
Mayer
(4-5).
167-pound Gerry l.eeseburg
(3-1-2).
Wclfle
(3-5-1).

Anyone interested in intramural curling still can sign-up
at the intramural office. Ihe teams play at 6 p.m.
Wednesdays.
• i *

Thomas

Co-ed basketball entries are due Feb. 17 and should be
turned in to 201 Women's Building.

(3-3-2),

Kopf

(3 - 3-1)
and
Shannon
(2-4-1).
CMU's
Boh
Ankney
picked up a school record at
Shannon's
expense
by
fiat tening him in nine
seconds.

Save the News

HOWARD'S

- FEATURING Cti** BrolSM St««Kt and

Clsom
Full Court. F«mlly
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12 VARICTIES
PANCAKES A WAFFLES
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TIM.

thru S«l. / 30"

Oundayl 7:30-7:00

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

tonight 5-12,
BE KIND TO YOUR DELIVERY MAN
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TEQUILA & TACOS
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Nt 352-7571

WED. 9 p.m. — 1 a.m.

